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Abstract. In this work we present findings on non-patent literature use, and specifically scientific publications such as academic articles. We interview patent examiners and observe their prior art searching in order to provide insights into the perceived usage of non-patent literature and produce high level requirements for advancing non-patent literature search tools.


1. Introduction and Motivation

Patents give the sole rights to an invention to an individual or company on a unique novel item. Patent applications have increased dramatically yearly in the past few decades [1, 2, 3, 17]. Every year, billions are spent in lawsuits over patent infringement and legal battles, making these publications an expensive commodity [4]. In order for a patent to be accepted and published, a patent application is filed and an examination occurs in which prior art is sought, in order to dispute the novelty of the application. A patent examiner triages [5] through large amounts of publications in order to determine the uniqueness of the invention and make a decision as to whether to publish, require amendments and resubmit, or to reject the patent. Being able to search through the previous publications in this scenario is vital so as not to grant a patent to an already existing invention. Therefore, the search on existing publications needs to be exhaustive.

The main search tools and repository used by patent examiners to search for prior art is currently local databases available to the patent examiners. These can be heavily focused on patent applications and previously awarded patents. There are also however further resources that also classify as prior art. Examples of other types of documents include academic articles and also internet based literature. The last two categories are also deemed as extremely relevant and useful to patent examination [15]. Indeed “the knowledge generated by academic scientists has been deemed one of the most crucial ingredients for technological progress and economic growth” [14] and therefore is vital.
to be included in the searching for prior art. It is therefore “irrelevant if prior art is disclosed in patent literature or alternatively in non-patent literature (NPL), including scientific/technical journals and all other kind of content available e.g. on the internet and elsewhere. For in depth analysis of prior art comparable search efforts should therefore be undertaken for non-patent literature as for patent literature” [11]. In fact, many times instead of merely complimenting the search, other types of published work is sufficient to disprove the novelty or prove the existence of already existing prior art on its own [12].

In this work we present and discuss requirements that exist among patent examiners regarding the search and use of existing scientific publications (prior art) and underlying reasons for these. We define scientific publications in this work to mean peer reviewed academic papers such as those found in conference proceedings or in journals. We bring together work from different existing studies within literature and through ongoing user studies conducted within the European Patent Office in The Hague, Netherlands with interviews from patent. The work presented in this paper provides the foundation for subsequent research and development and examines the factors which contribute to the perceived value of these publications such as their findability and accessibility (for example the lack of open access). The value of our work can be seen in three main aims: a) raising awareness of the importance of these publications within patent literature b) eliciting requirements reasons for the discovery and utilization of scientific literature within patent examinations and c) inform technological solutions which may be created or improved upon in future.

2. Background

There is evidence that the use of academic articles within patent examinations and prior art searching is both useful and being sought out within the patent examination domain. For example even in the early 1990’s access to use internet resources were made available to the patent examiners, even to a limited degree [6, 7]. In a 2001 internal report 1/30 search reports by the European Patent Office had reference to an internet document. 1/5 search reports within the European Patent Office cite Non-Patent Literature [19]. Guidelines for citing documents from the Internet and their importance were proposed [8]. The European Patent Office has therefore encouraged the use of and included scientific articles and resources within internal publication databases [9]. The process of using cross-organizational resources and digital libraries in order to “overcome the current information deficit and to fulfill the information need of the experts in the innovation-process” was also accelerated and investigated [10]. The prior work and evidence point to a need for a more thorough and up to date investigation and towards a more formal user-requirements based testing and analysis, before setting up any of the mentioned infrastructures for accessing publications. Authors, readers and publishers have now started to move towards an open access paradigm and encourage the availability of academic articles to the general public. We recognize user needs that need to contribute to the design of a framework and tools for patent application analysis with regards to prior art searching, an area that is receiving exponential need and growth [16].
3. Methodology and Findings

We identify initial high level points to assist both in creating suitable repositories as well as tools for searching and presenting information. The results presented in this section originate from previous published work as well as interview sessions from patent examiners at the European Patent Office. Specifically, 18 examiners were interviewed in depth while a further 14 examiners were observed while undertaking a prior art search followed by semi-structured interview. The examiners varied in experience, from 2 to 31 years (AVG 16 years - STDEV 8). The examiners fell under categories A-G (http://www.wipo.int/classifications/ipc/en/ - accessed April 2017). The average amount of prior art searches conducted per year were 70 with a standard deviation of 30. All patent examiners reported this number increasing yearly, indicating that there is a need for further support for faster prior art searches in the same amount of time. Most examiners had extensive experience with scientific publications, usually from their university studies (such as PhD work). All examiners were familiar with scientific publications.

We began by questioning the examiners of their perceived importance of non-patent literature, and specifically scientific literature, to the prior art search process. All but one of the examiners saw importance and relevance to searching through scientific documents. The main value was seen in applied research. The examiners all agreed that some fields relate less to academically published material than others. Examples brought forward of research which is highly relevant to scientific publishing regarding their likely relevance in prior art include Informatics areas such as Bioinformatics, Medical informatics and Machine Learning. Examples where scientific literature is perceived to have less of an impact in prior art search include areas such as the furniture and shoe industry, which are more design oriented. Upon questioning the examiners, if they think examinations include NPL responses varied. NPL searching was reported as taking place in specific fields (consistent with the feedback on whether NPL is considered relevant) and on occasion to a limited degree. The question was put forward to the patent examiner which does not use NPL of whether they “think that if they searched for academic literature the outcomes of the examinations may be different” the examiner answered that “to a small extend maybe, some prior art might be cited even if it is less relevant”. All but one examiner reported performing NPL search during their prior art searching under 90% of the time. The one remaining examiner reported searching for NPL on every prior art search conducted. In terms of perceived success half the examiners reported 1/3 or less of the times being able to successfully find relevant scientific publications in their prior art searching. 2 of our pool of examiners did not answer. The remaining examiners reported that “most searches can have relevant literature”.

3.1. Searching non-patent full text.

Some platforms allow for full text searching. This is however; still weak compared to functionalities in patent full text databases [15]. This was identified by the examiners to be “cumbersome to get the full article sometimes (need to order the article), even if it became much easier in the last years”. The search from a search engine is also often done on the abstract or keywords rather than the full text with the user needing to then
manually triage through the full text in order to locate relevant sections. There is a need to allow a full text search directly from the search engine as well as improve tools for the information seeker to investigate the full text internally efficiently.

3.2. Central searching location vs multiple repositories.

One of the current issues that examiners and information seekers face is “to combine several publication search platforms that must be searched separately, with different search interfaces [15]. Search tools should combine different sources and repositories using a familiar common searching interface (see also [11]). Currently, half the examiners reported using mainly external tools in order to search for NPL rather than internal tools. The main reported sources by the pool of participants included Google Scholar, generic Google searching, YouTube and Orchid.

3.3. Different document types.

There are currently different ways to access articles (PDF, HTML, Word, Plain text) which makes the discovery and use of the articles challenging. A common format upon submission by the authors or tools that convert to a standard such as XML should be made available. This would allow for the easier searching of within document material by search engines as well as creating tools for investigating document content by the information seeker. Where there is no automatic XML type conversion within the publisher, an automated medium tool can allow for on-the-fly XML conversion of the documents. It is also worth noting that there is often information associated with the scientific publications which although relevant and useful, may not always be readily available. As one examiner noted: “We miss often the possibility to search conference materials (powerpoint presentation, handbook of abstracts) that are brought up to our attention later by third party or during oppositions”.

3.4. Provide familiar and advanced search options.

This principle is one that holds true as a generic usability principle regarding user interfaces. Searching should provide options to allow the user the freedom to customize the search and be more advanced in how they narrow down what they need. Examples include Boolean logic, keyword highlighting tools based on search and image extraction. Examiners reported on using external (to the patent office) tools in order to search for NPL such as scientific documents. As one of the participant reported, “different tools” require “different query languages”. Using these tools produced some difficulties of familiarity. For example, some tools are reported to not “prioritize the documents as you [an examiner] would”. External tools are also characterized as a “black box” whereas an examiner would like to know how the search is performed. There are often also problems with NPL searching tools such as the opportunity to structure the search in a logical manner rather than searching and losing the search result flow after another search query is entered. The most common search limitation that was reported for scientific publications, is that of “lack of standardized classification of documents”. Unlike patent literature that is classified to a detailed level, scientific publication classification varies. Different conferences and journals have their own classification systems which differ to each other, sometimes to a large extent. The other form of classification on scientific documents is a ‘keywords’
classification, which is often given by the authors and therefore may be even more diverse than the publisher’s. It is therefore almost impossible to have a universal classification system implemented on scientific publications. This makes the ability to be exhaustive and the discoverability of the documents extremely difficult for the examiners. This limitation coupled with the fact that NPL search is “more time consuming compared to patent searching”, can decrease “efficiency due to lack of time”. This results in a ‘satisficing’ scenario [18] where examiners “draw the line somewhere in terms of time efforts” when a ‘reasonable rather than exhaustive’ search is made.

3.5. Specialized presentation and navigation

Examiners made a clear point on how “interfaces are not standardized”. Tools for specialized searching should include an interface customized to assist in the rapid searching and assimilation of information. Currently, the databases and interfaces in existence for scholarly searches can rate less than adequate. Examples to address this issue is faster navigation to different ‘important identified’ sections of a document, image extraction and presentation and faster switching between different documents in a search. Another large requirement from the patent examiners are those of serendipity searching by navigation. This was defined as “starting from one document, to find all related documents to this starting document multidimensionality by filtering for author name and from backward and forward citations”.

4. Summary and Future Work

We present work investigating the internal usage and perceived value of non-patent literature within prior art searching. From interviews with patent examiners we are able to produce high level guidelines to inform the creation of software to assist prior art searching for NPL. In future, we aim to present a prototype tool which is designed based on these guidelines and which will be able to elicit further detailed requirements while using a user-centered design approach to continue the development of the interface.
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